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The magical Orkney Islands — to the far north of Scotland, a long ferry ride north of 
John o’ Groats; and Tasmania, the island state to the south of Australia, are my two 
favourite points on the planet. Or to be more precise, Stromness and Hobart. They 
are on opposite sides of the world. As Tom Waits so accurately put it on his album 
‘Rain Dogs’ “If you get far enough away, you’ll be on your way back home.”

I’ve been fortunate to judge art prizes in both these visually sophisticated places. 
I was so thrilled to be involved in this new and expanded form of the Hutchins 
Australian Contemporary Art Prize, with such collegial fellow judges as Pat 
Brassington and Edward Colless. 

In Stromness, I was asked to judge the children’s art prize during the annual 
Shopping Week that happens close to the summer solstice, around the same 
time Hobart is preparing for Dark Mofo. Using coloured chalk, the children had 
all morning to make their drawings in the sunshine on the flagstones outside the 
gallery, watched over by a large, futuristic, Barbara Hepworth sculpture. 

I selected several winners, and everyone went away happy. Or so it seemed. The 
next day I was standing at the town’s only set of traffic lights waiting to cross 
the main road, when I felt a tug at my sleeve. It was a young boy, maybe around 
six years old. “Mister,” he said, “I was in the art prize yesterday.” I was about to 
congratulate him, when he said in a hurt voice “Why didn’t I win any of the prizes?”

I explained to him that being in the competition was far more important than any 
prizes, and he could now say he had exhibited at one of the country’s best-known 
art spaces. Who knows where it could lead? Maybe his next show would be in 
Glasgow, or New York. And so it is with every art prize. If you are one of the artists in 
the Hutchins Australian Contemporary Art Prize and you don’t win remember that 
your work will be seen by thousands of people — many from around the world, and 
many of whom will be curators, commercial dealers or curious collectors. Perhaps 
your next show will be in New York, Berlin, or — even better — Stromness. 

The whole organisation of this prize has been quite remarkable. Although it is a 
Hobart-based prize, it is a major national exhibition. And at one point the judging 
was very much an international affair. This was made possible by a very well-
designed app that allowed Edward on the Scottish island of Mull, Pat in Hobart, 
and me on an artist’s residency in Berlin, to make the initial selection of 48 works 
from a total entry of 354 — a remarkably high initial submission nationwide. 
Congratulations to The Hutchins School for encouraging this outburst of creativity 
throughout the Australian artistic community. Instructions would come in from our 
ever-patient, helpful and cheerful curator Joy Barber-Milojevic. 

I was sitting in Hackbarths café in the Mitte district of Berlin when this pinged 
in from Tassie: “When you have logged in, you will see a list of Entries, with 354 
unrated. As you click on each one, you will be able to make an assessment of each 
artwork and input a star rating of up to 10 stars. The information you provide is fed 
back to my Curator’s section of the App, together with Pat and Edward’s; and from 
there a Finalist’s List is comprised. There could be some discussion at this point if 
there is difficulty reaching a consensus.” There was never any difficulty, it all went 
very, very, smoothly. The statistics — never once massaged for “balance” — came 
out like this: There are 25 female finalists and 23 male. There are 24 Tasmanian 
finalists and 24 from other States and Territories. All States are represented and 
there is a diverse range of art forms selected. 

At this point — now penning these words outside Edinburgh — I have no idea who 
the winner will be, so I can quite happily imagine any one of you winning the prizes. 
Congratulations! I will remember your works, and maybe one day will write about 
them, or open an exhibition of your paintings, sculptures, or photographs.    

INTRODUCTION

I believe art to be the most immediate and most effective
 of all means of communication between human beings

                                                                                 — Naum Gabo

DR PETER HILL
Adjunct Professor RMIT University, Melbourne

Artist, writer, and independent curator 
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THE HUTCHINS ART COMMITTEE

The Hutchins School is an Anglican day and boarding school for boys from  
Pre-Kindergarten to Year 12. Established in 1846, Hutchins has a long tradition of 
developing men of character, with a firm focus on the wellbeing of boys. The School 
aims to build good men who act with kindness, integrity, compassion, humility and 
courage. Highly skilled staff are committed to the holistic development of boys 
within a nurturing environment where boys are challenged to be the best that they 
can be. 

THE HUTCHINS SCHOOL

The Hutchins School is delighted to present the Hutchins Australian Contemporary 
Art Prize 2018. 

This year marks the introduction of a vibrant and exciting new vision for the art 
prize. A revision of entry criteria, improved timing and a wonderful new venue 
comprise major changes that were initiated by The Hutchins Foundation Art 
Committee in consultation with the Art Curator. 

A bold future strategy for the 15th art prize was determined by committee members 
early 2017 following a decision to review and reimagine the School’s nationally 
acclaimed event for ‘works on paper’. Key to the new direction was a remodelling 
of terms and conditions aimed at providing a flexible forum for artists at all career 
stages, working across traditional and/or contemporary art forms, to present their 
ideas. 

Brooke Street Pier on the Hobart waterfront was selected to host the Finalists’ 
Exhibition 9-27 June 2018. The opportunity to exhibit in this spacious and beautiful 
floating glass venue is a highlight for both artists and the organising committee.

The Finalists’ Exhibition will run concurrently with MONA’s winter festival Dark 
Mofo. Arts and cultural tourism in Tasmania are booming, largely inspired by the 
Museum of Old and New Art’s programs. It is intended to build upon and contribute 
to the State’s reputation as an ‘Island of Art’ through the timing of the art prize. 

An extensive rebranding process was undertaken to communicate the new look art 
prize. Sincere thanks go to Sarah Owen, who designed a striking new logo to convey 
the name change to the Hutchins Australian Contemporary Art Prize (HACAP), 
together with launching a discreet art prize website.   
(www.artprize.hutchins.tas.edu.au). At the same time the profile of the prize was 
enhanced via a broad promotional and social media campaign.

It was exciting to receive a highly competitive field of 354 entries from artists 
Australia-wide. 48 finalists were selected to exhibit at Brooke Street Pier in June 
2018. Entries were evaluated by judges Pat Brassington, Dr Peter Hill and Dr 
Edward Colless. Collectively the panel represents vast expertise in the field and 
the exponential growth in the reputation and profile of the HACAP is in large part 
due to the high profile of our appointed judges and the confidence inspired by their 
professionalism. We thank them for their contribution. 

It was especially pleasing to receive entries in a diverse range of art forms, 
including photography, painting, drawing, print, design, sculpture, new and mixed 
media. It is encouraging to note that of the 48 finalists exactly half are Tasmanian. 
Also pleasing is that gender representation is evenly spread, and that the artists 
hail from every State in Australia. 

At writing, we are looking forward with anticipation to the Opening Celebration and 
Presentation of Prizes evening. The winning artist will be presented with $20,000 by 
Her Excellency Professor the Honourable Kate Warner AC, Governor of Tasmania. 
The major prize is acquisitive and becomes part of the Hutchins Collection. The 
Artery Tasmanian Artists $1,000 award will also be presented that night, with the 
Fullers Bookshop People’s and Hutchins Staff Choice $1,000 prizes to be tallied and 
published at the end of June. 

The organisers would like to acknowledge and thank our generous and valued 
corporate partners. Without the support of these businesses this event would not 
have been possible. Thank you to Artery, Brooke Street Pier, Fullers Bookshop, 
Wrest Point, Brooke Street Larder, Kinvarra Estate, Monotone Printers, Simmons 
Wolfhagen and Red Arrow. 

The organising committee are especially grateful to The Hutchins Foundation 
and The Hutchins School for their commitment to a shared vision and ongoing 
operational and financial support. Importantly a heartfelt thank you to the 12 
volunteer members of The Hutchins Foundation Art Committee whose enthusiasm, 
generosity and love of art and culture continue to inspire the art prize. 

FOREWORD

DR ROB MCEWAN
Headmaster

DR JOY BARBER-MILOJEVIC 
Art Curator

‘Building good men’ is the refrain on all Hutchins communications and key to the 
School’s Guiding Statements. As part of this commitment to student wellbeing, the 
School fosters the importance of creativity and the arts through a broad curriculum. 
Opportunities are provided for students to create, explore and experience multiple 
forms of art. The result is a culturally rich school environment where diversity in 
all its forms is embraced and celebrated. The provision of the Hutchins Australian 
Contemporary Art Prize demonstrates further the organisation’s broader undertaking 
to support excellence and inspire innovation to flourish in Australian art.

We are proud to present this significant showcase of Australian contemporary art in 
Hobart, June 2018. It is with pleasure that we commend the 15th art prize and first 
Hutchins Australian Contemporary Art Prize to you. 

&



2018 FINALISTS

PAT BRASSINGTON

2018 JUDGES

Dr Peter Hill is an artist, writer, and independent curator. He was born in Glasgow 
in 1953 to an Australian mother and Scottish father. His main area of research 
is into what he calls “Superfictions”. Initially, this examined the overlap between 
installation art and literary fiction, but has increasingly grown to describe the gaps 
between any two or more human (and sometimes non-human) activities. In 1989, 
he created The Museum of Contemporary Ideas, supposedly the world’s biggest 
new museum on New York’s Park Avenue. It only existed through the press releases 
mailed out from Scotland and Tasmania. Recently he has become interested in how 
Superfiction strategies can be used to establish real events. He originally trained 
as a painter, and won a Latimer Award for Painting at the Royal Scottish Academy 
in 1982. As an author, his book Stargazing: Memoirs of a Young Lighthouse 
Keeper (Canongate) won a Saltire Award in Edinburgh at the National Library of 
Scotland (2004). He has exhibited his Superfictions in the Biennale of Sydney and 
at the Museum of Modern Art, Oxford. He is currently on a two-year round-the-
world lecture tour on the topic of Fake News and Superfictions. He is an Adjunct 
Professor of Fine Art at RMIT University, Melbourne.

DR PETER HILL

Pat Brassington is one of Australia’s most significant and influential artists. In 
a career that spans four decades, Brassington has become recognised for her 
enigmatic and ambiguous photomontages that capture the emotional force of 
memory informed by an interest in surrealism and psychoanalysis. Her work 
presents audiences with unexpected juxtapositions in the form of collage and 
found imagery. Recently she was awarded the inaugural Don Macfarlane Award 
for her contribution to the visual arts. In 2018 Brassington was awarded the 
Australia Council Award for Visual Arts. In 2016 she received the Redlands Konica 
Minolta Art Prize and in 2013 the William and Winifred Bowness Photography 
Prize. Solo exhibitions include: Pat Brassington: A Rebours, Australian Centre 
for Contemporary Art, Melbourne (2012) and touring Australia and New Zealand, 
Pat Brassington, 10 Cubed Gallery, Melbourne (2012), In Search of the Marvelous, 
CAST Gallery, Hobart (2012), Pat Brassington, Lönnstrom Art Museum, Rauma, 
Finland (2008) and Pat Brassington: Works in Progress, Ian Potter Museum of Art, 
University of Melbourne, (2002). Brassington’s work has featured extensively in 
national and international exhibitions and her work is held in major state, university 
and national collections throughout Australia.

Dr Edward Colless is editor of the recently re-booted journal Art+Australia and 
its book and publications program. He is also senior lecturer in Critical and 
Theoretical Studies at the Victorian College of the Arts, University of Melbourne. 
He has taught in several tertiary institutions in Australia and overseas, lecturing 
in art and cultural history, aesthetics, cinema studies, and design. In addition to 
education, he has in the past worked in professional theatre, film, broadcasting and 
architecture, been a curator, worked as a travel writer, and dabbled in fiction — but 
mainly he writes on art. In this field, he has contributed to numerous anthologies 
of art history, theory and criticism and to countless catalogues, magazines and 
conferences. He has been in the past a regular reviewer for the Melbourne Age 
and the national newspaper The Australian, and is a founding associate editor and 
features writer for [Australian] Art Collector. An anthology of his selected writing, 
The Error of My Ways, published in 1995, was nominated for the NSW Premier’s 
Prize for Literature. Colless has also been short-listed for the Pascall Prize for 
Criticism and won the Art Association of Australia and New Zealand’s award 
for “Best Academic Essay” in 2011. In addition to writing on art, he uses every 
opportunity to indulge in arcane topics, the more obscure the better: heretical 
theology, art historical marginalia, outsider science and crypto-zoology. 

DR EDWARD COLLESS
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Watching Clouds on the  
Water from My Usual Spot

2018 
Oil on Linen 
1220 x 1500 x 30 mm

Working within the metaphor of landscape, this 
painting is also a dreamscape, a memoryscape, 
a distillation of experience. As with much of my 
work, it is grounded in an ongoing interest in the 
interactions between people (myself), plants and 
the natural world. I think about my paintings as 
objects, not images. I aspire for them to have 
wondrous surfaces, with depth, with layers, and 
with mystery; built up with transparent, gestural 
marks and overlapping colour relationships to 
evoke the experience of being immersed in nature, 
right up in it, with leaves brushing our faces, sticks 
crunching underfoot, a soft rain. And just like 
nature, I hope that my paintings are beautiful and 
brutal, and soft and tumultuous, and luminous and 
murky, and calm and unpredictable, and delicate 
and weighted. They are driven by instinct, intuition, 
emotion, and memory; sometimes light-filled and 
sometimes as shadowy as nightfall.

MORGAN ALLENDER

LOUISA ANTICO

Star Dust I

2017 
Mixed Media on Archers Paper 
980 x 780 x 30 mm

The amazing thing is that every atom in 

your body came from a star that exploded. 

And the atoms in your left hand probably 

came from a different star than your right 

hand. It really is the most poetic thing 

about physics: You are all stardust. 

L. Krauss. A Universe from Nothing

Through exploration and discovery the unknown 
reveals itself a little more. It is this spirit of 
discovery that takes the series of works titled 
Star Dust beyond that which is conventional and 
stereotypical. As an artist I endeavour to find new 
ways of seeing and search for an understanding of 
the complex structures that exit within inner and 
outer worlds. This basic order is an essential part 
of nature and the cosmos. My viewing of the world 

has filtered through my aesthetic vision in the 
shape of forms, patterns and textures, light and 
space and the way colours work together to form 
harmonies. Star Dust visibly takes the world to 
pieces and builds it up from the inside, in search 
of the universal beauty hidden in everything 
around us and the profound connections that 
imbue our lives with meaning.

The influences in my work are many and varied 
and often the purpose in trying to realise an image 
is to bring the many strands together of what 
are seemingly unrelated thoughts, feelings and 
experiences. This creates what could be termed 
an “absurdism” where the imagery has a cryptic 
nature creating a narrative that is layered with 
meaning and references. I work almost exclusively 
from the imagination, drawing on my memory as a 
source to recreate images from the unconscious. 
In my work I have taken elements of theatre, 
pantomime, song and film.

ANDREW ANTONIOU

Free Falling 

2017
Charcoal/Conte
980 x 1280 mm

KELLY AUSTIN

I am curious about the way we interpret things 
and how our understanding of one object may 
influence our perception of another. Some of my 
forms are grounded in utility and familiarity while 
others are more abstract and ambiguous. My work 
explores the composition of ceramic objects in still 
life compositions. Formal relationships between 
individual objects weave the constructed groups 
together. Quiet shifts in surface quality from matt 
to gloss enhance the work’s subtlety and detail. 
In reference to painting – an overall sense of 
resonance and softness is sought through the use 
of colour, tone and shadow.

Stilled Composition 36 

2017
Ceramic, Glaze, Wood, Acrylic Paint

400 x 800 x 300 mm

SA

NSW

NSW

TAS



I am concerned with the layers of meaning, history 
and experience that intersect in the outdoors. 
Aggregate is a documentation of small moments 
of interaction between figure and landscape. A 
series of thimbles are inserted into various found 
fragments – old brick, sedimentary rocks from 
riverbeds and rough quartz from the roadside. 
The thimble acts as barrier and enabler between 
the wearer and the outdoors, both touched and 
touching. The pieces of rock and brick are sections 
from a greater whole, indicating unseen houses, 
boulders and rivers. These intimate sculptures are 
a generative combination of two objects, acting like 
words in a poem, invoking the complex layers of 
time, geology, history and memory ever-present in 
a contemporary relationship with the outdoors.

JACQUELINE BRADLEY

Aggregate 

2017 
Found Rocks and Building 
Materials, Thimbles 
150 x 380 x 250 mm

Clothed in Myth

2016 
Pigment Ink Jet Print 
1000 x 1500 x 100 mm

Clothed in Myth is part of a series titled The 
Myth of Progress. Dr Ashley Crawford wrote 
in relation to this work — “It is an apt title for 
the word ‘progress’ suggests improvements or 
developments, a ‘myth’ indeed when one begins to 
take for granted a world in which the very climate 
seems hell bent on global devastation due to 
human indifference to the world in which it lives. 
As Freud noted in Civilization and Its Discontents, 
the “fateful question” for Humanity is whether the 
instinct for aggression and self-destruction will 
dominate, noting that: “Men have gained control 
over the forces of nature to such an extent… [that] 
they would have no difficulty in exterminating one 
another to the last man.”
In Clothed in Myth I was seeking to explore the 
architecture of belief. Ideas can have the capacity 
to posses us and mould us into their unwitting 
mouthpieces. "Can the centre hold?", Yeats 
questions, or will "the blood dimmed tide be 
loosed and everywhere the ceremony of innocence 
is drowned. The best lack all conviction while the 
worst are full of passionate intensity."

JEREMY BLINCOE

These Box paintings were made in Berlin. They are 
a celebration of the intimate architectural spaces 
of the city, and the human intuitions and desires 
that occupy and electrify them.

TIM BURNS

Berlin 

2018 
Mixed Media

250 x 760 x 50 mm

See No Evil, Hear No Evil examines the 
consequences of aspiring to the manufactured 
ideologies produced through consumer imagery 
and objects. These representations have been 
constructed throughout popular culture, and 
are embedded in our consciousness and beliefs 
from early childhood. At the heart of these 
consumer desires, lies the photograph and 
its powerful ability to influence, persuade and 
commodify. The domestic decorative ornament — 
unassuming and unresponsive — seemingly has 
no function or purpose, other than for aesthetic 
pleasure. Through the modification of the once 
loved and mass produced ceramic figurine, the 
work seeks to disrupt the intended innocent, 
unthinking, and obedient character to produce 
a dark and disturbing alternative. In stylistically 
photographing them, both a cognitive dissonance 
and a new veneer are produced, revealing the 
deception while also re-commodifying it.

AMY CARKEEK

See No Evil, Hear No Evil 

2017
Archival Inkjet Print
1270 x 870 x 40 mm

VIC

ACT

TAS

QLD



Sometimes # 1

2018 
Digital Print on Vinyl on  
CNC Routered Aluminium 
1200 x 1200 x 50 mm

Sometimes # 1 extrapolates aesthetic resonances 
from commonplace materials, popular culture 
and hard-edge painting to respond to the stimulus 
of an increasingly complex existence. Combining 
tropes of advertising and geometric abstraction 
through a digital collaging process, flat shapes 
of lurid colour and pattern are overlaid with 
photographs of crushed metal, stretched and 
wrinkled vinyl, crumpled gift-wrap, and pixelated 
fragments of my previous artworks. A network of 
lines holds the simple cut-and-paste layering of 
images into place, like tape, imparting a makeshift 
quality playfully at odds with the smooth, slick 
surfaces of advertising and digital art. The glossy 
surface and irregular shaped print position 

STEVEN CARSON

the work between retail display and Pop Art 
paintings. Vibrant colour and the puckered and 
wrinkled photographic imagery combined, create 
a pretty/ugly conglomerate, aimed to promote 
feelings of joy, pleasure and excitement but 
simultaneously evoke a sense of overstimulation 
and excess – a sugar-hit. The tattered surfaces 
of the photographic imagery balance readings 
of my work that align bright colours and pattern 
with evocations of happiness or fun. Through 
such contradictions, I aim to construct a space 
that compresses conflicting, contrary emotions. 
Sometimes too much is almost enough, but 
sometimes it is exhausting living in the world.

The evening takes our light, the beautiful and  
once powerful clouds succumb to the night sky.  
As above, so below.

ANGELA CASEY

Mirror

2018 
C-Type Print 
1040 x 540 x 40 mm

Engagement, 8 is a photograph from my series 
titled Engagements with Twilight. I create large 
scale portraits, to evoke an immersive and 
intimate environment. Twilight is an ephemeral, 
transitional moment in time. An intimate 
engagement with the immediacy, power and 
sublimity of the natural forces. The threshold 
and tenuous grip we have on life propels me 
to investigate the fragility of existence and 
reality. My work explores the tension of a loss of 
place and loss of self-identity, a distancing and 
detachment. I employ ambiguity, working with 
an implied narrative across a series of images 
that is activated through the relationships that 
emerge between the images. Gaps become 
meaningful, therefore what is hidden is just as 
important as what is shown.

TIM COAD

Engagement, 8 

2017
Inkjet Print Photography

1100 x 1100 mm

Red Lagoon is a figurative representation that 
looks at the dualities of ones self and the dark 
places that exist within the psyche. These 
notions stem from my long time curiosity of the 
altered and liminal states. This work references 
the theories of Carl Jung and his thoughts to 
do with the “shadow” which was a means of 
metaphorically conveying the prominent role 
played by the unconscious in both psychopathology 
and the perennial problem of evil. Red Lagoon 
reflects my own subconscious and the reoccurring 
patterns that draw on the Jungian notion of the 
“shadow self”, which is the ‘‘sum of all personal 
and collective psychic elements which, because 
of their incompatibility with the chosen conscious 
attitude, are denied expression in life’’. This work 
is a manifestation of the unknown; apparitions 
who seem to naturally speak to another and 
carry with them, a darkness that is both playful 
and contained — a tension between that which is 
present and that which is repressed.
Diamond, S, Encyclopedia of Psychology and 
Religion, (Springer Verlag, 2009). 

JOEL CROSSWELL

Red Lagoon 

2017
Acrylic Paint and Pastel on Paper
850 x 1100 x 150 mm

TAS

TAS

TAS

TAS



Correa Alba  
(White Correa)  

2018 
Oil on Belgian Linen 
600 x 600 mm

Correa Alba (White Correa), is part of a long series 
of works which I have undertaken to focus on 
the minutiae of landscape, but also to exercise 
liberties which shift the focus from scientific 
documentation to a more poetic and nuanced 
depiction of a small section of earth and what it 
sustains. Employing a range of transparent oils in 
the manner of pre-Raphaelite painters, my aim is 
to draw close attention to the light and detail and 
understated beauty which can be witnessed while 
hiking in the Australian landscape. Australian 

KYLIE ELKINGTON

native plants have been an overlooked subject in 
recent Australian art, dispatched previously to the 
endeavours of scientific expeditions. Correa Alba 
is a hardy coastal plant which thrives in Tasmania, 
and was named after Portuguese botanist, Jose 
Correia da Serra, revealing the many complexities 
which make up Australia’s multi-cultural history, 
and prompt us to reflect on the wisdom of the 
changes which have been made to the ‘native’ 
landscape since a European presence.

I work exclusively with the practice of wet plate 
collodion and mordancage. These alternative 
photographic techniques date back to the 1800’s 
and there is a  marvelous alchemy inherent in the 
process. My motivation is to create and capture 
intimate portraits that reveal romantic glimpses of 
the sitter’s soul. Wet plate photography is a truly 
unique and beautiful way to capture a portrait.

KYLIE FOLEY

Presence  

2018 
Wet Plate Print 
508 x 508 mm

My work possesses a unique aesthetic 
encompassing elements of painting, drawing and 
story telling that combine my Japanese heritage 
with the Australian vernacular. I see my work as 
communication. “Imagine there’s no heaven”… 
so sang the late John Lennon, and by which, 
he alluded no blind belief in heaven. There’s a 
heaven for us. To enter it, we don’t need to leave 
this world, but just need to abandon a dogmatic 
opinion about what’s right and wrong. I aim to 
provide the opportunity to meander, search, rest 
and analyse; what at first glance appears a simple 
motif becomes a multifaceted story woven by 
layers of paint and interwoven imagery.

JUNKO GO

Imagine 

2018 
Acrylic, Oil Pastel, Charcoal

1500 x 1200 x 300 mm

This work was started as a response to future 
needs foreshadowed by the Peak-Oil concerns of 
the 1990’s (The Carbon Neutral ~ Post-Carbon 
Options for Australia Railway Locomotives 
technical background research. See  
http://www.auzgnosis.com/pgs/auzloco.htm). 
Post-Carbon AuzRailway LocoOptions: Folio2: 
Sheet#15δ7/9 (Power Transfer Architectures, 
Embodiment 1~4) is the last image from a series 
fifteen sheets (sizes A4 - A1 ) of limited edition 
fine-art prints comprising the Cryogenic Vapour 
Locomotive, Patent Simulacrum conceptual art-
work. Images of each sheet are available at  
http://www.auzgnosis.com/pgs/cvl=prnts.htm).

W.SHAWN GRAY

Post-Carbon AuzRailway LocoOptions: Folio2: 
Sheet#14δ5/9 {HORSE [Heuristic Operational 
Resource Supply Enabler]}

2017
Computer Rendered Limited  
Edition Fine-art Archival Print
850 x 1100 x 150 mm

TAS

NSW

TAS

NSW

Post-Carbon AuzRailway LocoOptions: Folio2: 
Sheet#15δ7/9 {Power Transfer Architectures, 
Embodiment 1~4} 

2017
Computer Rendered Limited  
Edition Fine-art Archival Print
850 x 1100 x 150 mm

Nine years in development, the complete 
collection form a patent for a revolutionary 
reciprocating engine employing liquid nitrogen 
instead of water as the working fluid. International 
research trajectories (hydrogen fuelled diesel 
blocks, ammonia fuel cells and exotic battery 
technology ) will not be relevant, nor practical for 
sparse arid countries such as Australia, as future 
climatic chaos cripples the current land transport 
conventions.
Post-Carbon AuzRailway LocoOptions: Folio2: 
Sheet#14δ5/9 (HORSE – Heuristic Operational 
Resource Supply Enabler) is the penultimate 
image. 



RONA GREEN

The fantastical figurative pictures I create explore 
ideas about the nature of individuality. Specifically, 
I’m interested in how identity is expressed via the 
body; physical appearance and the ways it can be 
altered; the skin and its potential to be the stem 
point for transformation — how the body can be 
a vehicle for story by means of transformative 
devices, particularly anthropomorphism and body 
decoration. Through the fabrication of strange and 
unusual hybrid creatures I champion idiosyncrasy.

MIIK GREEN

Xylem Series: Hoechst20  

2016
Mixed Media on Aluminium
1080 x 1080 mm

My practice is based upon resistance, conflict and 
opposition, using materials to react and resist to 
create new forms. The paintings are sometimes 
cellular, or in this instance, cosmic. I combine 
resins, inks, dyes and industrial chemicals to 
aid the transformations, and allow the forms to 
emerge under stress. The works often appear 

to mimic macro and micro worlds, become a 
visualisation of my artistic process. The highly 
reflective finishes, biological patterning and 
intricate detail within form the results of this 
transformative approach to art making and 
experimentation.

King of Punchbowl 

2018
Hand coloured Linocut
1280 x 960 mm

PAUL GUNDRY

Suburban Delight

2018
Oil on Linen

409 x 510 mm

NEIL HADDON

The Land Will Heal Itself

2017
Oil Paint and Digital Print on 

Aluminium
1200 x 1500 mm

Sugar has a bad rap — much like pop music — 
sweet, but of doubtful goodness. However, as 
Noel Coward quipped, never underestimate the 
potency of cheap music. As with other addictive 
substances, it can induce a craving that turns 
it's acolytes into cold instruments. Likewise, the 
modern suburb’s offer of relatively affordable 
simulations of primitive accumulation and ancient 
prosperity is eagerly consumed, and comparable 
to our taste for sugar. Driving along the highway, 
the light is good, and I see a prospective suburb, 
and in an errant moment, I veer off and take the 
exit. When I arrive, I am wired for the mission, but 

inhibited by the glare of doubtful residents.  
Thus, the suburbs are both alluring and forbidding, 
issuing a concurrent call of “look!” (keeping up 
appearances), and “move along!” (nothing to see). 
Owing to its familiarity, we gloss over suburbia, 
but I often feel the presence of an inhuman 
agency hidden in plain view that both fascinates 
and enthrals. Likewise, for all the throwaway 
characterisations of suburbia as harmful and 
malignant, the sugary concoction of ornamental 
foliage, veneers and facades is an enticement 
suggestive of a bitter sweet alliance of poetry  
and vice.

This painting is derived from a heavily manipulated 
version of Gustave Doré's engraving 'The New 
Zealander' from London: A Pilgrimage (1872). 
The New Zealander was a fictional Victorian 
literary figure, often depicted sketching the ruins 
of London in some distant future. The image of a 
ruined metropolis served as a reminder that all 
great civilisations will one day be superseded. Onto 
this abandoned city scape unnaturally distorted 
trees (modelled on a Eucalyptus tree from John 
Glover's 'Corroboree in Mills Plains', 1832) are 
beginning to reclaim the land, albeit amongst a 
field of rubble and rocky ground. The scene is 
infused with a sense of a forebodingly toxic future 
where even the New Zealander finds no solace and 
has left nature to its own devices.
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LEE HARROP

I Know Nothing

2018
Mixed Media on Canvas
1090 x 1200 x 35 mm

When beginning a painting I aspire to remain 
open to possibility, to purge my mind of any 
preconceptions, to be without self-consciousness 
and the burden of consequence, to act intuitively 
and impulsively, to almost have no idea and to not 
know anything. This can be liberating. I strive to 
maintain this condition throughout the making 
but the longer it continues the more impossible it 
becomes. With every decision and every action the 
nothing moves closer to something. It proliferates 
as a cycle or loop between recognition and 
unrecognition, between creation and destruction, 

between knowing and not knowing. Not knowing 
is not experience stripped clean of knowledge, but 
a mode of thinking where knowledge is put into 
question, made restless or unsure. Not knowing 
unsettles the illusory fixity of the known, shaking it 
up a little in order to conceive of things differently. 
Not knowing facilitates wonder. P.131, Cocker, 
Emma, Tactics For Not Knowing. Preparing For 
The Unexpected. As published in Fisher, Elizabeth 
and Fortnum, Rebecca, On Not Knowing. How 
Artists Think. 2013, Black Dog Publishing, London.

The Lie of the Land

2018
Hand Engraved Core Sample 
from the Yilgarn Craton, 
Western Australia
500 x 50 x 50 mm

DAVID HAWLEY

The impetus for The Lie of the Land was the 
quote "Truth, like gold, is to be obtained not by 
its growth, but by washing away from it all that 
is not gold" by Leo Tolstoy. The Lie of the Land 
represents another discarded by-product of 
mining. It reflects both the process of extracting 
gold, where all that is not gold is discarded or 
washed away and exposes the truth of the impact 
of mining on the landscape by illuminating what is 
being lost, thrown away or destroyed in the form of 
these geological totems. I am embedding my (the 
artist's) statement into these core samples, the 
message is inscribed, truth persists and becomes 
enduring. Art is helping to preserve the valuable 
geological data contained within this material 
that may contribute information back to science a 
thousand years from now.

JUDE HOTCHKISS

Pustulous Bloom presents a seemingly small but 
ensuing catastrophe that is inspired by science 
fiction and horror genres. Wall mounted and 
heavily sculptural Pustulous Bloom confronts its 
viewer with a textured surface composed from an 
unusual combination of materials. Its futuristic, 
mirrored acrylic surface, inherently plastic yet 

DOMINIC KAVANAGH

Pustulous Bloom

2018
Concrete, Wire, Mirrored Acrylic, 

Epoxy Glass, Pine
360 x 320 x 125 mm

My work draws inspiration from early childhood 
sensory experiences of weather extremes and 
climatic drama. I employ a raw emotional 
masculine energy to paint a type of abstracted 
cloudscape that has a strong sense of disturbance. 
There is an uneasiness to the work that suggest 
that things are not as they should be. The 
paintings draw attention to a possible new order, 
one where uneasiness is the norm, and less 
certainty prevails. Bright colour and soft pastel 
tones offset the heavy black and white shapes so 
that tension is balanced by a renewal of energies, 

a re-arrangement in the unstoppable forces of 
the earth that may or may not work out well. This 
painting seeks to present a stormlike scenario, 
where huge threatening forms overshadow pastel 
fragile areas, and ‘holes’ have been torn in the 
cloudforms. The paint has been scraped back and 
repainted in places, to give a range of textures 
and to reference the turbulence that is inherent in 
the concept. The heaviness of the scene has been 
offset with a pastel palette… the painting suggests 
catastrophe, but there is promise in the bright 
oranges and pale greens.

brittle, has been pushed to breaking point and 
a dramatic throbbing eruption of concrete now 
gushes forth. The work's glossy, watery finish 
almost transforms these sterile hard materials to 
instil a sense of vitality and movement. The work 
continues a preoccupation with topics of ruination 
and transformation.

Earthbreak

2018
Oil and Medium on Canvas

1220 x 1220 x 40 mm
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LOUISEANN KING

Themes pertaining to the Australian environment, 
metamorphosis, loss, memory, making processes 
and materiality have been central to my practice 
for over twenty years. My work employs and 
transforms the found and discarded within nature 
and culture and, utilising textiles, glass, sound/
film and bronze casting, the once-familiar opens 
up poetic segues into reveries traversing time and 
place. The 'found' in my practice includes what 
has been constructed by culture with particular 
interest in that which has existed at the peripheral 
or margins and is perceived as being of little or 
no value including the domestic output of women, 
and gleanings from nature that, likewise, are 

ELOISE KIRK

Black Smoker  

2016
Collage, Acrylic, Resin and Aluminuim
900 x 500 x 40 mm

My work explores the unification of collage, 
sculpture and painting, sampling images of rock 
formations, waves and clouds. Through the use 
of assemblage and collage I use a sequence of 
symbolic arrangements with spell like repetition. 
The work is explicitly elemental and is often 
partially concealed by dark textural plains and 
reflective pools of resin; a nod to the mystic act 
of scrying or “peeping into the future”. These 
negative spaces act as a void for decent into the 
unfamiliar and they acknowledge the threat and 
beauty of a future landscape without human life — 
a reverse evolution. My practice offers an aesthetic 
response to the juncture between beauty, desire 
and disaster, testing the boundaries between 
the romantic and the surreal. Contemplating 
grandeur, vast horizons, the immensity and 
depths of caves and mountains, becoming 
interchangeable, reversible and surreal. I explore 
the relationship between elemental matter and 
psychological desire, creating unsafe, safe places 
and signifying the temptation of the end of the 
world — a kind of dark romanticism. I draw upon 
geological forms to forge connections between 
discarded images, fetishising and fictionalising 
landscapes, proliferating a tangled narrative and 
the colonisation of images and objects.

She Listened to the  
Whispering Silence

2018
Glass, Bronze, Convex Mirror, Mirror
455 x 455 x 455 mm

oft-considered inconsequential and insignificant. 
I am interested in the abject and beautiful and 
the way these two seemingly opposed notions are 
capable of complex and multifarious renderings. 
Metamorphosis is a major theme in my work 
with scale and materials engaged to manifest 
transformation. Lost wax casting in my practice 
transposes the ephemeral, unimportant and/
or repulsive into the exquisite and mysterious. 
The hierarchy and gendering of making and 
materials is a critical aspect of my practice. In 
exploring shifts in the selection of materials, scale, 
juxtaposition and context, disquisitive narratives 
and readings are constructed.

LISA KURTZ

Uncombed

2017
Archival inkjet Photographic Print

594 x 841 mm

JACOB LEARY

The Object Compendium

2018
Mixed Media

840 x 840 x 150 mm

Is nature really sublime and spiritual? I prefer to 
see it as messy and uncombed.

The Object Compendium is a work made up of 
objects. Floating in a world between haute couture 
and a modelled synthetic topography it eludes to 
new relationships to the structure of things around 
us, inside us and inside and outside themselves. 
Conceiving a new relationship to the world where 
distinctions between the real and the imaginary 
are flattened, the work merges multiple sources of 
materiality to produce a hybrid compendium fitting 
for the contemporary world.
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DANE LOVETT

This work is part of an ongoing series of paintings 
based on traditional still life images. These works 
have been rendered in monotone swatches of 
warm blues, with each painting using the previous 
work as a reference. Since 2016 I have been 
making serial copies of Henri Fantin-Latour’s 1864 
painting Tulips, Camellias and Hyacinths. During 
the process of making numerous repetitions of the 
same image, these paintings have become less 
about representation and more concerned with 
self-reflexivity, gesture and mark making. With 
each echo, the image begins to shed its traditional 
epoch, and the painting approaches contemporary 
matters, such as the repetition, appropriation and 
transmission of images.

SARA MAHER

The Breath of Matter Itself

2016
Ink and Pigment on Paper
1500 x 1130 x 20 mm

In Tasmania, I seek a language to describe the 
variance I feel between resonances that evoke an 
expansion of "being" in place and atmospheres 
of unsettled memory where layered histories 
intersect. Each piece is a meditation on materiality 
and a subtle metaphorical response to place 
and its energies. Evolving from a residency in 
the Central Highlands of Cradle Mountain (War 
loun dig er ler), The Breath of Matter Itself is a 
phenomenological response that intimates the 
unseen — metaphysically charged by means of 
alchemic and gravitational processes, ambiguities 
of light and shadow, resonances of geological 
time, history prevailing in the land, and the slowed 
correspondence of mind with matter.

Fantin #41

2017
Oil and Acrylic on Aluminium 
Composite Panel
1300 x 1000 mm

DONNA MARCUS

Radiate

2017
Aluminium

950 x 830 x 70 mm

DAVID MARSDEN

Billow

2017
Oil on Canvas

1030 x 1240 mm

Radiate recalls a modernistic history of ambition 
of practicality from the kitchen to prefabricated 
housing that would result in better lives for all.

The title says it all.
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DAVID MARTIN

This is a document of a photographic recording 
of light made on b/w gelatin-silver paper. It is 
a recording of all the light — dark to dark — on 
Saturday 5th of November 2017. It is part of a 
series recording all the light of every day for an 
entire solar year. The colour is endemic to the 
b/w photographic paper in conjunction with the 
characteristics of the particular day's light. This 
is a camera-less project from a larger body of 
camera-less work that investigates how historical 
photographic practices might be re-imagined to 
create an alternate theoretical photography.

GEORGIE MATTINGLEY

Ascension II

2017
Hand-Tinted Silver Gelatin Print, 
DiBond, Aluminium Frame
800 x 550 mm

Ascension II was created during an artist residency 
I undertook in a hospital’s Emergency Department. 
The painted photograph depicts a surgeon’s feet 
floating in mid-air; a nod to classical religious 
paintings of spirits ascending. Hospital staff 
patiently jumped for me several (sometimes 20 
or more) times, until I captured that perfectly 
ambiguous image. I wanted to create the illusion 
that they are floating upwards to spiritual freedom, 
like angels. However ironically, it also looks like 
they could be hanging. During the Renaissance, 
religious iconography provided a spiritual solace, 
moral guidance and a meaning to life. Today, 
the hospital staff — from the midwife, doctor, 
surgeon and nurse, to the cook, cleaner and 
maintenance staff — provide us with their gift 
of labour that promotes healing and sustains 
human life. Like the Assumption of Mary into 
Heaven, workers suddenly ascend - plucked 
from their earthly task and delivered to freedom. 
Mary avoided experiencing true physical death 
in this way. Without such a concession, I believe 
freedom should be sought through an acceptance 
of physical realities, the dirt and the mess that 
comes with life.

Light Recording 21742

2017
Photographic
730 x 605 x 25 mm

MISH MEIJERS

The Garden (Dungeness)

2018
Photography and Mixed Media Diptych

500 x 1450 x 80 mm

ANNE MESTITZ

Discrete Track 2

2017
Wood, Polyurethane 

Acrylic and Pigments
960 x 1110 x 40 mm

The Garden (Dungeness) is part of 'The Collector' 
project, an ongoing collaboration between Mish 
Meijers and Tricky Walsh. Now in its thirteeth 
year, this superfiction is based on the world of the 
mildly obsessive Henri Papin, a fictional character 
devised by the artists. His complex personality 
presents in both conscious and unconscious forms 
which allow the introduction of fantastical and 
dream-like elements to exist in tandem with the 

The artwork Discrete Track 2 was made in 
response to listening to Brian Eno's 'Discrete 
Music' in my studio. I was fascinated by the 
synaesthetic feeling of wishing to make the 
complex, layered, droning sounds heard in Track 2 
a physical object by the use of colour and form.
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more overtly 'realistic' elements of his existence 
as a collector of things. The Garden (Dungeness) 
is a diptych of two images taken from a recent 
installation called Accretion. This aspect of the 
installation was inspired by a research trip to 
Dungeness and specifically to Derek Jarman's 
garden whilst the artists were on a residency in 
London, 2015.  



MICHAEL MURUSTE

This painting represents my continuing exploration 
of formalism and its role in abstraction.

Untitled

2017
Acrylic on Paper
860 x 1220 x 60 mm

IAN MUNDAY

Imaginary Monument  
to Don Van Vliet

2018
Plywood, Aliphatic Resin, Acrylic 
Paint, Czech Glass Beads  
Sterling Silver Wire
800 x 380 x 380 mm

Don Van Vliet aka Captain Beefheart, a visionary 
musician and later, a visual artist, recorded 
'Electricity' in 1967. The surreal lyrics, Theremin-
infused soundscape and Van Vliet's hoarse vocals 
create a memorably disquieting experience. 
'Electricity' and a painting by the French artist 
Pierre Roy titled Electrification of the Country 
provided the catalyst for Imaginary monument 
to Don Van Vliet. Roy's painting, with its row of 
electricity pylons receding into the distance, 
presents a compelling image. Roy plays with scale, 
context and juxtaposition to great effect. Rising 
1000 feet above the Mojave Desert, the imagined 
monument would embody the same unsettling 
qualities present in both song and painting. With 
the desert winds wailing Theremin-like through 
its rusting, filigreed structure it would become 
not just a monument to Van Vliet, but also to the 
uncertainty of the times in which we live.

HARRY NANKIN

Damselfly Nebula 

2018
Photomedia

1040 x 1180 x 2 mm

BRIGITA OZOLINS

Let us Calculate 

2017
Stained Timber Inlaid  

with Stainless Steel
1050 x 820 x 50 mm

This inkjet print on rag paper reiterates a camera 
— less plein air silver gelatin film photogram. 
It records the shadows of winged invertebrates 
attracted to the light of an ultraviolet lamp 
installed on the dry salt-bed of Lake Tyrrell in the 
Victorian Mallee. Like a starry nebula, the swarm 
of insects orbits the light. This playful analogy 
between tiny lives and the heavens attends to the 
importance of scale in everything we perceive. 
Like the size of a damselfly relative to a nebula. 

Or, like the simple external appearance of 
an insect compared to the intricacies of its 
biochemistry, evolutionary history or ecological 
role. Perspective conferred by a sense of scale 
also brings into focus our failure to accept the 
nature and constraints of the global biosphere. 
Stranded in the falsely-scaled hubris of 
anthropic domination, our collective trajectory 
appears to be towards an ever-deepening 
ecological crisis.

Let us Calculate is part of a series called 
'Unity' that explores the minimal aesthetics and 
conceptual complexity of two numbers — zero 
and one. These two symbols, that make up binary 
code and are the basis for all digital information, 
seem in opposition to each other, but through their 
unification become more than the sum of their 
parts. The work encodes into binary, one of the 
most quoted phrases by Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz 
(1646-1716), a renowned German polymath, who 
is considered to be the father of binary code and 
who made significant contributions to the study of 

mathematics, probability theory, physics, biology, 
medicine, philosophy and linguistics. Let us 
Calculate is made from wood inlaid with mirrored 
stainless steel. It juxtaposes organic and inorganic 
materials, numbers and letters, and maths and 
philosophy to question the links between language, 
nature and culture, and to evoke a sense of 
mystery associated with codification. The work 
represents the impact of the digital on writing and 
recording information and invites reflection on the 
gradual embedding of the digital into the organic 
world.
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LOUISE RIPPERT

Honesty 

2018
Paper, Glassine, Drafting Film, 
Cotton and Nylon Thread, 
Aluminium Gilt, Gouache and 
Lunaria Annua Seed Pods
1019 x 1019 mm

Each year the Lunaria annua plant dies back to 
reveal a sparse arrangement of delicate coin 
shaped seed pods, each with a distinctive silvery 
sheen. Its colloquial name in the US is the “Silver 
Dollar”; in Asia, simply the “Money Plant”. In 
Europe, its name evokes power and betrayal: the 
“Pope’s Money” in France, and “Judaspenning” 
(coins of Judas) in Holland. Here, the plant 
is known as “Honesty”. In Honesty the pods 
symbolise two sides of the looming environmental 
crisis posed by Climate Change. As we speed 

towards the ultimate ecological tipping point, 
humanity’s valuing of trade and economic 
growth over the continuing health of natural 
ecosystems remains deeply entrenched. The 
fragile and ephemeral pods of the Lunaria 
annua gently remind us that this is a coin that 
should not be tossed to fate. We can choose 
to continue exploiting nature for short term 
financial gain, or we can sow the seeds of 
honesty to secure our global future.

CAROLINE PHILLIPS

Spherical Object #1 

2016
Recycled Foam Rubber, Recycled 
Plastic, Polystyrene, Electrical Plugs
400 x 300 x 300 mm

My practice explores topologies of feminism, 
in particular the exploration of the object 
as a relational strategy. The conjuncture of 
craft practices and minimalist form activates 
relationships of entanglement, agency and 
power. Using recycled materials gleaned from 
industrial processes, the material properties of 
rubber and plastic, such as resistance, elasticity 
and insulation are exploited in conjunction with 
industrial fixtures and fittings such as electrical 

plugs. These material explorations investigate, 
through the conceptual and material metaphors 
of sticking, poking and winding, the articulation 
of tension and forces — forces between bodies 
and between the body and its surrounding space. 
Infrastructures of site are often used in dialogue  
with the works, whilst abstract forms and colour 
play with gender roles and associations. These 
convergences seek to propose a potential aesthetics 
of relatedness.

PAUL SNELL

Mute # 201704

2017
Lambda Print Face-Mounted 3mm 

Plexiglas
1000 x 1000 mm

KATE STEVENS

Gaza No.3 

2016
Oil on Canvas

800 x 380 x 380 mm

The pause, the gap and the omission are 
increasingly significant in our saturated image 
driven society. Through this work the daily 
saturation is replaced by selective sensitisation. 
This work continues my exploration of non-
representative forms and examines the 
possibilities of abstraction and minimalism 
in photo-media. The work investigates the 
transformation of photographic modes of 

This work is a response to reading images of war 
on a mobile phone screen whilst having a morning 
cup of tea at the kitchen table at home.

production and the manipulation and exploitation 
of data to invent new visual forms. By rhythmically 
repeating, pairing, overlapping, reversing 
and sequencing through the investigations of 
specific colour relationships, I seek a sensory 
understanding of the physical object. These pieces 
are not representations of certain realities; they 
are their own reality.
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TRICKY WALSH

Cosmology  

2018
Gouache and Balsa 
Wood on Maple Panel
1200 x 700 x 100 mm

I have a bit of an obsession with circuits. It's 
not only the complex architecture in their 
design (think microcosm of town planning) or 
in the pure aesthetic of colour and form, but 
rather the exposing of resistance — where, 
energetically, things are held and captured, 
where they are funneled for later usage, in energy 
transformations and in the multitude of ways that 
potential differences potentiate. This work exists 
to amplify those essential universal elements of 
energy transformation, although in a way which 
concerns itself in a larger sense, with physics and 
the apparent rules of our universe. If a Cosmology 
seeks to trace the complex evolution of our 
universe then this work perhaps is the first few 
sentences of the first paragraph of the first page 
of the foreword of my cosmology. It sets in place 
the first four dots of the geometric plane — the 
four fundamental forces which provide the basis of 
everything; the rules of life, whatnot.

MICHAEL VALE

The Great Divide

2016
Oil on Linen
1500 x 1200 x 30 mm

I believe in the absurdist philosophy that the 
universe is irrational, and therefore the pursuit 
of rationality is at odds with it. My image-based 
practice uses new and historical methods in order 
to create absurdist narratives and scenarios, 
drawing on both ‘high’ and ‘low’ cultural idioms. 
The Great Divide presents the gap between 
rational and irrational thought, with each as 
absurd as the other.

BLAIR WATERFIELD

Dear Audrey... 

2017
Digital Print, Mixed Media

1200 x 1500 x 50 mm

PETER ZAPPA

Suspended Sentence

2018
Metal Sculpture

850 x 270 x 270 mm

A few years back I bought a second hand book to 
read and found three items amongst the pages. An 
address typed onto a piece of brown paper, a hand 
written list of items that may be a packing list and 
a luggage label that dates somewhere from the 
1950’s to 1970’s. I have often thought that it would 
be interesting to interpret what all of these things 
could be. Inside the cover was the name Audrey 
Mac, inscribed in pencil. After some research, it 
was discovered that Audrey still resided at the 
address found amongst the pages. The work 
explores and speculates on the life of Audrey Mac. 
The use of thirty luggage tags investigates the 
possibilities of this "stranger" and aims to give 
some form of identity to the once owner of an 
artefact found in Tasmania.

Suspended Sentence is an abstract kinetic metal 
sculpture that captures the mood of the last 
days in the life of the bush ranger Ned Kelly. 
The sculpture’s hand wrought aesthetic and 
composition references Ned’s metal amour forged 
in a fire, a defiant gun wielding stance through to 
Ned’s last swaying final moments. The suspended 
kinetic element adds to the viewing experience by 
animating the sculpture’s narrative.
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